
[June 16, 2016]

Another mass shooting.  Another senseless loss of life.  Another opportunity for The Usual 
Suspects to blame those who are not to blame.

Like clockwork, when news broke Sunday morning that a mass shooting had occurred at an 
Orlando, Florida club which caters to people who identify as LGBTQQIAPK (Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual, Transgender, Queer, Inter-sexual, Asexual, Pan-sexual and Polygamous, and 
Kinkiness), The Usual Suspects decreed that a God-and-gun-loving, LGBTQQIAPK-hating 
wacko MUST be responsible while mocking Christians offering condolences to the victims 
and their families.  Well, the joke, as always, is on them.  When the killer turned out to be - 
surprise! - American-born Muslim Omar Mir Seddique Mateen, who was - are you ready? - a 
registered Democrat! - you could just hear President Hope and Change and The Usual 
Suspects go: "Aw, shit!"

In case you're keeping score, this is the 163rd mass shooting, and the 19th with at least 8 
fatalities on President Hope and Change's watch.

Caught between Barack and a hard place, "fearless" "leader" Hussein Obama wasted more 
taxpayer money by hopping on Air Force One to dole out hugs to the victims' families and 
stump for shredding the 2nd Amendment while trying to convince the world for the 
bazillionth time that Islam is a religion of peace.  Of course, The Usual Suspects will ignore 
that Mateen had two firearms licenses; that he bought the weapons he used to slaughter 49 
people legally; that Walt Disney World reported to the FBI that he was scoping the park; that 
a gun shop owner reported Mateen after refusing to sell him body armor; that Orlando is a 
gun free zone; that had ONE club employee had a gun, no one would have had to have 
waited an agonizing THREE HOURS before SWAT finally decided to shoot Mateen's sick ass 
dead; AND that the FBI had him on its radar but dropped him, deciding that he was "being 
marginalized because of his Muslim faith"!

Here is the police timeline:

2:02 AM -- First shots reported
2:05 AM -- Deputies enter club to remove injured victims
2:08 AM -- Six Bell Isle Police break a large wind and enter the club
2:10 AM -- Orlando Police in the club retrieve a bartender hiding behind the bar
2:22 AM -- Officers inside the club report they have the suspect contained at the rear
2:35 AM -- Police determine shooter is barricaded in the bathroom with hostages
2:45 AM -- Police remove more victims as SWAT takes up their positions
2:28 AM -- First contact between shooter and crisis negotiator
5:02 AM -- Police breach the wall in the south bathroom, and find survivors



5:07 AM -- Explosives experts set off a blast, which penetrates the wall partially
5:09 AM -- Police use battering rams to expand the hole, and form a human wall to protect 
survivors coming out of the south bathroom
5:14 AM -- Mateen shoots his hostages. Police throw two stun grenades in. Mateen emerges, 
fires at officers, and is killed

I can't wait for the lawsuits to fly.  The club owner.  Mateen's estate.  The Orlando Police 
Department (survivor Norman Casiano told ABC News that he was shot by a cop after he 
crawled out a hiding place!)  The City of Orlando.  Orange County.  The State of Florida.  The 
FBI.  Team Hope and Change.  There is MORE than enough blame here to go around!  Which 
leads me to something you will NEVER pass through President Hope and Change's lying 
lips: the "extremists" he claims "pervert" Islam to justify their hate ARE NOT extremists!  They
practice Islam EXACTLY as the Christian-and-Jew-hating, child-rape loving, convert-or-die 
prophet Muhammad instructed for it to be practiced!

Now comes a twist NO ONE saw coming: according to his ex-wife and a club regular, Mateen
used LGBTQQIAPK hook-up apps, frequented LGBTQQIAPK-oriented clubs, and MAY have 
identified as... wait for it... a HOMOSEXUAL!

"AW, SHIT!"

How are the LGBTQQIAPK-loving, God-and-gun-hating Usual Suspects going to spin 
THAT?!  I'll tell you how they'll spin it: lie, lie, lie, deny, deny, deny.  NBC News: 

"While ISIS death squads enforce an extreme version of Islam that punishes 
gays with death... when it comes to Islam and homosexuality, it's complicated
... Men having sex with each other should be punished, the Qur'an says, but it 
doesn't say how and... they should be left alone if they repent... Just over 40% 
of U.S. Muslims said they support same-sex marriage in a survey by the Public 
Religion Research Institute... [and] are more accepting of homosexuality than 
Christians, Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses, according to a 2015 Pew study".

Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer blamed the carnage on people of faith who "might not have been
supportive of [the LGBTQQIAPK] community", and must now have "more willingness to be 
open and embrace diversity and equality".

Let me get this "straight" (hehe!): a MUSLIM struggling with his sexuality shot up a club filled
with homosexuals because of Christian, Jewish, and Muslim teachings about homosexuality?

MR. MAYOR, YOU ARE A GODDAMN MORON!



Not to be outdone, Robert Lynch, Bishop of the Diocese of St. Petersburg made a pitch on his 
blog to ban assault weapons (the media is pushing the lie that Mateen used an AR-15; he used
a Sig Saucer MCX carbine) and decrying a halt to Muslim immigration as "un-American", 
then let loose with this little bit of apostasy:

"... it is religion, including our own, which targets, mostly verbally, and also 
often breeds contempt for gays, lesbians and transgender people.  Attacks 
today on LGBT men and women often plant the seed of contempt, then hatred, 
which can ultimately lead to violence".

BISHOP LYNCH, YOU ARE A GODDAMN MORON!

To say what happened was horrible is almost an insult.  Yet it must be pointed out that the 
victims were part of a clique which denounces those who are appalled by their choice of 
lifestyle as vile pieces of shit who deserve to die.  Had the victims been Christian, would Lady
Gaga have stood on the steps of the Los Angeles City Hall and read the names of the 
"beautiful people" who died?  Would Adele have dedicated her concert to "my soulmates"?  
Would Cher have posted an image of her teary face before a cross?  Would the City of 
Orlando have set up a fund for the victims?  Would Disney and Universal have ponied up $1 
million each to said fund?  Would funeral homes have donated caskets?  Would florists have 
donated flowers?  Would cities across America have held vigils?  Would people have sported 
shirts with Bible verses?  Would TV networks have run an Orlando screen motif in tribute to 
the victims?  Would a bunch of Broadway big shots have cut a CD to benefit the victims?  
Would the City of Orlando have bought the club to turn it into a memorial?  Had the Left's 
wet dream come true and a Christian shot up the place, would President Hope and Change 
have hopped on Air Force One and tried to convince the world that Christianity is a "religion 
of peace"?  Just as soon as Hell froze over!

Survivor Patience Carter said at a press conference that Mateen stated he was shooting up the
club because he wanted the U.S. to stop bombing Afghanistan, NOT because he hated those 
who identify as LGBTQQIAPK.  Makes "sense" to me, too.  She also said he spared the black 
people in the bathroom with him, because blacks "have suffered enough".

But what struck me was the admission by many survivors that they prayed.  Think about 
that: the very people who have rejected God, who slam people of faith as haters and/or 
closeted homosexuals, who take a perverted pride in pursuing a lifestyle which offers nothing
but misery and death, in the worst moment any of them could possibly have imagined, 
turned to God!  And LGBTQQIAPK rights group Phoenix LGBT announced on Twitter that it 
is now supporting Donald Trump for president.

Expect all of this to be ignored by The Usual Suspects.


